
Patches of Nine
By Jeannie Fuller
For Fuller Fabrics

Finished Size is 53” x 64”

Materials:
Fat Quarter Bundle 

or
Yardage to make the solids squares

If using yardage you’ll need 1-1/2 yds for the large squares and
1-1/2 yds for the matching small squares and solid color strips

for the border



You will also need 2 yards of white (black, cream etc) for the 155
2.5” squares and for the border.

If you want to save time cutting those squares (you can use 2
packs of pre-cut mini charms as well)

I used an 11 pc fat quarter and got several Large squares out  of
each print. I was able to get 3 - 6.5” x 6.5” squares plus

you should be able to get the 2-1/2” squares for each color print
out of the fat quarter as well as the 1-1/2”x 6-1/2” strips for the

borders out of a fat quarter. If you cut carefully you can get
Strips from each for the binding as well. If not you will need 6

strips 2.5” by WOF for the binding

Backing fabric you need 4-1/2 yds

Directions:
Cut 32 squares 6.5” x 6.5”

Lay these out somewhere to make sure your colors are spread
out evenly. Also you Will need to refer to them often as you make

the nine patches to coordinate with the varying colors. (I kept
mine on a large piece of batting on the wall) adding each nine

patch as I made it to complete the empty areas.



Now you will make your nine patches
Make 31 nine patches to match up to the solid squares

around it. Refer to the picture at the top or the diagram
on the last page.

You can chain piece or sew each row a piece at a time.
Taking a white and the print needed sew them together using a
¼” seam (the more accurate the cutting and sewing the more

your blocks will come out to the 6.5” needed to match up to your
print squares. Then sew another white on the other side of the

print to make the first row. I use my finger to press the top row
seams to the right.

Now sew the center row pieces together pressing these seams to
the left.

Finally sew the pieces needed for the bottom row together and
press the seams to the right.

Now you will sew the top and center rows together and can
“nest” your seams so the intersections will line up nicely.

Repeat to attach the bottom row to the center row. 
It should lay pretty nice since you finger pressed the seams but I

like to give a once over with a dry iron then some steam.



Sewing the rows together
I keep them on the wall and bring one row to the sewing

machine at a time. Once you sew them together (This goes fast as
there’s nothing to match other than the squares themselves and

if your nine patches are 6.5” x 6.5” they will match up nicely.
Once a row is sewn together I put it back on the wall.

Repeat until all rows of solids and nine patches are sewn
together.

At this point I like to press the rows making sure to alternate the
direction of the seams so when you sew one row to the next they

will again “nest” to make your seams match up.

Now you will sew all the rows together matching your seams as
you go. Making sure they “nest” will make your seams match up

better.

Border
Taking all of the 1-1/2” x 6 -1/2” print pieces sew them
long end to long end making a long chain of these little

logs. 
Cut 10 Strips of white (or color your using) 2.5 inch by WOF
then cut off the selvage ends and sew 5 of them together into a

long piece.
Placing right sides together sew the white strips to one side of the

print chain. Using the other 5 strips repeat this process for the
other side. Iron flat.

Add the border to the sides first then to the top and bottom.
Sandwich, Quilt & Bind

Happy Quilting!!
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